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APPLICANTS STATEMENT 

 

Our reference-  Haywards Heath A 
 

THE APPLICATION ROUTES 
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The application routes run from: 
 
Point A at grid reference 534039 122114 to point B at the south-western end of Wivelsfield 
Byway 25.  
 
Point C at the north-eastern end of Wivelsfield byway 25 to point D at grid reference 534905 
122701. 
 
The routes are part of a lane called Colwell  Lane and are in Wivelsfield  Parish. Formerly 
the whole of Colwell Lane was in Wivelsfield, but the extreme north and west of the lane are 
now in Haywards Heath. 
 
Neither of the routes are currently on the definitive map or statement. The sections of 
Colwell Lane applied for seek to link sections that are already Adopted Road status, at each 
end, with the central section, which is recorded on the Definitive Map as of Byway status 
 
Application is being made to add two stretches of byway.  The type of byway is likely to 
depend on whether or not the sections were on the list of streets at the coming into force of 
the NERC act. 

 

1. DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE OF HIGHWAY STATUS 

1.1.1 In order to be able to modify the definitive map and statement, the surveying 
authority needs to have a discovery of evidence which shows that it can be reasonably 
alleged that highway rights exist.   

1.1.2 The evidence discovered in this application includes the old map material, the first 
edition of the OS one inch map, the first edition of the 1-2500 OS map, the parish minutes, 
the Inland Revenue survey material, the highways handover material and the recent records 
of maintained roads. 

1.1.3 The courts have given guidance on how evidence of highway status is to be 
considered. In Fortune and Others v Wiltshire Council and another (2012) EWCA Civ 334 
Levinson LJ said, at paragraph 22 “In the nature of things where an enquiry goes back over 
many year (or, in the case of disputed highways, centuries) direct evidence will often be 
impossible to find. The fact finding tribunal must draw inferences from circumstantial 
evidence. The nature of the evidence that the fact finding tribunal may consider in deciding 
whether or not to draw an inference is almost limitless”. As Pollock CB famously directed the 
jury in R v Exall (1866) 4 F & F 922: ‘It has been said that circumstantial evidence is to be 
considered as a chain, but that is not so, for then, if any one link broke, the chain would fall.  
It is more like the case of a rope composed of several cord.  One strand of the cord might be 
insufficient to sustain the weight, but three stranded together may be quite of sufficient 
strength. 

Whilst no single piece of evidence is conclusive, I believe that, take as a whole, the pieces of 
evidence demonstrate highway reputation over many years. 
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2. HISTORIC MAPS 

2.1.1 Planning Inspectorate consistency guidelines comment on these maps as follows: 
under "Other post-1800 maps" (page 11) 12.43 "Commercial maps are rarely sufficient in 
their own right to permit the inference to be drawn that a route is a highway.   However, 
combined with evidence from other sources, they can tip the balance of probability in favour 
of such status". 

2.2 YEAKELL AND GARDNER'S SUSSEX 1778-1783 

2.2.1 The application routes are too far north to be covered by this map. 

2.3 GARDENER AND GREAM MAP 1795 

2.3.1 This map is held at the East Sussex records office at the Keep under reference AMS 
608/1/1/29/17. The map at the Keep does not have a key. 

2.3.2 What this evidence shows 

2.3.3 Colwell Lane is shown, but spans two pages. 
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2.3.4 The significance of this evidence 

2.3.5 Few private roads were shown. (The sheer volume of missed out private roads and 
tracks can be seen by comparing the number of roads shown on later maps such as the first 
edition of the ordnance survey 1-2500 series.) The existence of a way on this map   means 
that it was more likely than not, a public route. 

2.4 GREENWOOD AND GREENWOOD MAP OF SUSSEX 1825 

2.4.1 This map is held at the Keep under reference AMS 6008/1/129 

2.4.2 What this evidence shows 

2.4.3 Colwell Lane is shown as a road 
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2.4.4 The significance of this evidence 

2.4.5 The map has a key, which is shown below 
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2.4.6 A close up of the key explains how roads were depicted. (See below) 

 

2.4.7 Paragraph 2.24 of the Planning Inspectorate’s constistancy guidelines says “In 
modern usage, the term “cross road”/“crossroads” is generally  taken to  mean  the  point  
where  two  roads  cross.    However,  old  maps  and documents may attach a different 
meaning to the term.  These include a highway  running  between,  and  joining,  other  
highways,  a  byway  and  a road that joined regional centres. 

2.4.8 Few private roads were shown. (The sheer volume of missed out private roads and 
tracks can be seen by comparing the number of roads shown on later maps such as the first 
edition of the ordnance survey 1-2500 series.) The existence of a way on this map means 
that it was more likely than not, a public route. 

2.5 MUDGES MAP (UPDATED TO 1873 BUT BASED ON A SURVEY OF 1813) 

2.5.1 The map is held at the Keep as part of the Brighton Pavilion collection under 
reference BHM000009. The map at the Keep does not have a key. 

2.5.2 What this evidence shows 

2.5.3 Colwell Lane is shown as a road 
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2.5.4 The significance of this evidence 

2.5.5 Few private roads were shown. (The sheer volume of missed out private roads and 
tracks can be seen by comparing the number of roads shown on later maps such as the first 
edition of the ordnance survey 1-2500 series.) The existence of a way on this tracks means 
that it was more likely than not, a public route. 

3. FIRST EDITION OF THE ORDNANCE SURVEY 1” MAP 

3.1.1 This can be found online on a site maintained by the university of Portsmouth. The 
relevant section can be found at: 

https://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/maps/series?xCenter=3320335.61863&yCenter=2739580.
10641&scale=63360&viewScale=181417.4208&mapLayer=nineteenth&subLayer=first_editi
on&title=Ordnance%20Survey%20and%20Ordnance%20Survey%20of%20Scotland%20Firs
t%20Series&download=true  

3.1.2 Copies of the instructions given about the portrayal of private roads are given in 
correspondence held at the national archive under reference  OS 3/260. The instruction 
given is “as these plans are intended for military purposes no existing roads should be 
ommite; but to distinguish those roads which are entirely on trespass the line of the main 
road from which they branch is not to be broken for them” 

3.1.3 What this evidence shows 

3.1.4 Colwell Lane is shown as a road. The line at the south west end is broken.  The line 
at the north east end cannot be discerned because of a page margin. 
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3.1.5 The significance of this evidence 

3.1.6 The route appears to have been regarded as a public road at the time of making the 
map. 

4. TURNPIKE PLANS 

4.1.1 The main road to the northern end of Colwell Lane may have been a turnpike, but I 
have found no turnpike plans relevant to this application. 

5. INCLOSURE RECORDS 

5.1.1 The application route does not appear to be covered by any inclosure order. 

6. ESTATE PLAN 

6.1.1 An estate plan of South Colwell is contained in a book of plans dated 1819.  This is 
held at the Keep under reference AMS 4952/1 

6.1.2 What this evidence shows 

6.1.3 North is to the top right of the plan. South Colwell Farm is shown.  A part of Colwell 
Lane, including point D on the application routes, is shown.  The lane is shown as leading to 
Lindfield in the north and Wivelsfield in the south. 
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6.1.4 The significance of this evidence 

6.1.5 It is difficult to see how South Colwell could be accessed without the use of the Lane. 
Only part of the Lane is shown, so it is unlikely to be part of the estate (in which case the 
whole of the lane would be shown.)  The lane is shown as part of through (and therefore 
probably public) route between Lindfield and Wivelsfield.  

7. TITHE RECORDS 

7.1.1 The Tithe Commutation Act of 1836 enabled tithes to be converted into a monetary 
payment system. Maps were drawn up to show the tithe-able land in order to assess the 
amount of money to be paid. 

7.1.2 The tithe process received a high level of publicity as landowners would be 
particularly keen not to be assessed for more tithe payment than necessary. No-titheable 
land deemed to be unproductive was usually excluded from the process. It is common 
therefore for no tithe to be payable on roads, although wide grass drovers roads could carry 
a tithe as they were sued as pasture.  It was in the interest of landowners for untithed roads 
to be shown correctly to minimise their payments. Footpaths and bridleways were more 
likely to be at least partially productive (for example as pasture). Therefore, although the 
process was not directly concerned with rights of way, inferences can be drawn from tithe 
documents  regarding the existence of public rights, and in particular, public vehicular rights.  
In some cases highways are coloured in yellow or sienna to indicate public status. 
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7.1.3  Tithe maps and apportionments for East Sussex are available on line on the 
Geneologist web site.  The Geneologist site has digitalised the tithe maps held at the 
national archive. 

7.1.4 I have taken  a screen shot to show how the route is displayed and of any relevant 
apportionments. 

7.1.5 What this evidence shows 

7.1.6 Colwell Lane is shown as a road or fenced track.  It is not numbered. 

 

7.1.7 The significance of this evidence 

7.1.8 The portrayal of Colwell Lane on the tithe map is consistent with highway status. 

8. RAILWAY, CANAL AND RIVER RECORDS 

There do not appear to be any railway canal or river records relevant to this application. 
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9. QUARTER SESSIONS RECORDS 

9.1.1 There do not appear to be any quarter sessions records affecting this application. 

10. FIRST EDITION OF THE ORDANCE SURVEY 25 INCH TO THE 
MILE MAP 

10.1.1 Ordnance survey maps are not usually of use for rights of way purposes because 
they usually purport only to show physical features and not legal rights.  However the early 
maps in the first edition series contain valuable extra information when cross referenced to 
the books of reference that were published with them.  These are indexed by parish.  There 
are also books showing the derivation of names shown on the map and surveys of parish 
boundaries 

10.1.2 It is often said that the disclaimer on the ordnance survey maps means that they are 
not evidence of public rights.  This is not the case.  While it is obvious that it is not possible 
to say “It is on the OS map therefore it is a right of way”, these maps provide evidence from 
which inferences can be drawn.  For example, if a route is over one landowner’s land and 
leads only to a barn on that land, it can be inferred that this route was probably private.  But 
if a route goes from one public highway to another and crosses the land of a number of 
owners or occupants or a number of occupants were dependent on the way to access their 
land then, in the absence of evidence of private rights or wayleaves, it can be inferred that 
public rights are likely to exist.  Such evidence is unlikely to be conclusive on its own, but 
taken with other evidence, may support the existence of public rights. 

10.1.3 Copies of the first edition of the Ordnance Survey 25 inches to the mile maps can be 
found online at https://www.old-maps.co.uk/#/ 

10.1.4 I have copied extracts showing the route map from these sources.   

10.1.5 What this evidence shows 

10.1.6 The Lane is shown as an enclosed road.  It is named Colwell Lane. It is numbered 
123. 
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10.1.7 The significance of this evidence 

Planning Inspectorate consistency guidelines say at Section 12, page 9 & 10: (After 
observing that the Courts have determined OS maps are not evidence of the status of a 
way):”12..35 Nevertheless, the inclusion of a route on a series of OS maps can be useful 
evidence in helping to determine the status of a route, particularly when used in conjunction 
with other evidence (Section 2.16 to 2.21 'Evidential Weight' refers)". 

10.2 BOOKS OF REFERENCE/AREA BOOKS 

10.2.1 Area books accompanied the first edition maps contain land use information.  Parcels 
of land were numbered on the maps and the reference book can be used to determine land 
use. 

10.2.2 Copies of the books can be found at the Keep in the reading room on the open 
shelves. The extract below is taken from this source. 

10.2.3 What this evidence shows 

10.2.4 Colwell Lane is described as a road. 
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10.2.5 The significance of this evidence 

10.2.6 This shows that Colwell Lane had the characteristics of a road.  Although its legal 
status is not set out, the fact that it runs from one highway to another through a number of 
properties, is suggestive of highway status.   

11. HIGHWAY AUTHORITY MINUTES and other records 

11.1.1 In East Sussex the majority of roads and other ways were the responsibility of the 
Parish up to 1894.  From 1894 the responsibility passed to district councils, with an 
important exception that main roads could be made the responsibility of the county. In 1930 
East Sussex county council became the highway authority for roads and other ways. 
However district councils were delegated to continue to manage local roads and rights of 
way until 1934. 

11.1.2 The minutes of the parish council from 1894 to 1908 are held at the Keep under the 
reference P 514/1/1   The extracts below are taken from the minutes of the meeting on 
17/8/96 on pages 27 and 28. 
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11.1.3 What this evidence shows 

11.1.4 The council were in discussion with a local landowner about the route and status of a 
footpath between Colwell and Slugwash Lanes.   
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11.1.5 The significance of this evidence 

11.1.6 The status of the footpath remained unresolved, although it is clear that the public 
would be able to use it.  The path ran between Colwell and Slugwash Lanes. This issue 
would not have arisen or been discussed if there had not been public rights to use these two 
lanes. 

11.1.7  The extract below is taken from the minutes of the meeting held on 19/7/1897 at 
page 42. 

11.1.8 What this evidence shows 

11.1.9 A motion was put to ask the District Council to repair Colwell Lane, which is 
described as a parish road.  The motion was lost. 
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11.1.10 The significance of this evidence 

11.1.11 The minutes show that at least some councillors believed that the Colwell 
Lane was, or had been, a parish road.  As there is no record of this being disputed, I suggest 
the other members agreed, but did not think the way was in bad repair or did not think that 
the road merited the expenditure. 

12. INLAND REVENUE VALUATION 

12.1.1 The Finance (1909-10) Act 1910 provided for land valuations to take place across the 
country so that the increase in its value could be taxed. Deductions from the assessable 
value could be claimed by landowners where the land was crossed by a footpath or 
bridleway.  Where a vehicular highway crossed land, it was often omitted from the valuation, 
and shown on the Inland Revenue’s plans as a “white road”. If a route were a private 
vehicular way, then it could be developed, increased in value and so be taxed.  Accordingly, 
private tracks were not usually excluded from the assessable hereditaments 

12.1.2 The evidence presented below 

12.1.3 The Finance Act map covering the routes is held at the National Archive under 
reference IR 124/1/72   

12.1.4 What this evidence shows 

12.1.5 Part of Colwell Lane is on another map, but both of the application routes are shown 
on this map. 

12.1.6 The application routes are clearly part of a white road, with no. hereditament number. 
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12.1.7 The significance of this evidence 

12.1.8 Where a route is shown as a white road the overwhelming likelihood is that it was a 
public road. There are a few other possibilities, (for example the land was a waste of no 
value) but they are so rare that I suggest that the onus of proof is on any party wishing to put 
forward an alternative explanation. 

13. THE HANDOVER OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR HIGHWAYS 

13.1.1 In 1930 responsibility for minor roads passed from district councils to county councils.  
However until 1934 East Sussex delegated responsibility for these roads back to the district 
councils.  District Councils prepared handover maps and schedules showing the roads that 
they were responsible for and for which the county council would now take over 
responsibility.  The application route was in the Chailey Rural District Council area at the 
time. 
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13.1.2 The handover maps (road classification map) of Chailey RDC, dated 1933, are held 
at the Keep under reference R/C 65/3.  The accompanying schedule is held under reference 
R/C 66/4  Extracts below are taken from those documents 

13.1.3 What this evidence shows 

13.1.4 Colwell Lane is on two sheets.  On both sheets it is numbered 58. It is mostly shown 
in brown, the colour of roads that were being handed over.  On the northern sheet the brown 
covering ends at a black and ochre circle numbered 81.  However on the northern sheet it is 
coloured throughout, suggesting that the maintained route should continue on to the next 
map. 
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13.1.5 In the schedule the handed over section of Colwell Lane is described as running from 
the main Chailey/Haywards Heath road to road 39- i.e. its whole length. It is described as 
partly tarred and partly untarred.  Its use is described as occasional private car. 

 

81 is described as a bridge on Colwell Lane. 

 

13.1.6 The significance of this evidence 

13.1.7 The whole of Colwell Lane is described as a maintainable road used occasionally by 
private cars. The bulk of the route is shown on the maps as maintainable.  I suggest that 
where they contradict, the schedule should be preferred to the plan.  The road would not be 
maintainable if it did not carry public rights and would not be described as used by cars if it 
did not carry vehicular rights. 
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14. 1
ST

 DEFINITIVE MAP SURVEY 

14.1.1 The county council, which was by then the highway authority, was responsible for the 
surveys for the definitive map.  A first stage was to ask the parishes to map the rights of way 
that they believed to be in existence.  Roads that were believed to be mainly used by 
vehicles were to be omitted. 

14.1.2 The evidence presented below 

14.1.3 The maps submitted by Wivelsfield Parish Council are contained in a folder held at 
the Keep under reference C/R 68/4  The extract below is taken from that folder. 

14.1.4 The whole of Colwell Lane in Wivelsfield was shown as a right of way.  It is labelled 
BR, for bridleway and numbered 25 

 

14.1.5 There then followed a fair amount  of correspondence between the county and the 
parishes.  This is held by the county council rights of way team.  One of the documents, with 
the reference Observations_0051, contains the observations by the County on what the 
Parish had said.  The extract below is taken from that 
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14.1.6 The County said that Colwell Lane had been taken over by under the local 
government act of 1929 and should be reclassified as CRB (carriage road used as a 
bridleway) 

 

14.1.7 The draft map and statement for the Chailey Rural District Council area is held at the 
Keep under reference C/C 97/3 

14.1.8 It shows that only the central section is to be added to the rights of way map.  The 
remainder is coloured in brown, the colour used for county roads. 
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14.1.9 The first definitive map, and subsequent definitive maps, did not colour roads in a 
particular way, but they show right of way Wivelsfield 25 as only the centre of Colwell Lane. 

However the East Sussex Council online map of maintained streets at 
https://apps.eastsussex.gov.uk/roadsandtransport/roads/roadadoption/find/map.aspx   does 
not agree with the draft rights of way map.  It shows the publically maintainable part of 
Colwell Lane in East Sussex (in blue)  as falling short of byway 25. 
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14.1.10 The significance of this evidence 

14.1.11 The county council officials preparing the first definitive map clearly believed 
that the whole of Colwell Lane then in East Sussex was a public road.  But they believed that 
the sections to the north and west of the recorded byway 25 were more used by vehicles 
than pedestrians or equestrians.    It is difficult to see how they might have arrived at this 
conclusion. Points B and C are not natural destinations for motor vehicles. 

14.1.12 By contrast, the ends of the parts of Colwell Lane currently recorded as 
maintainable by the council are natural termination points for motor vehicles, as the picture 
below from Google Streetview shows. 
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14.1.13 Below is a picture  of point A looking east.  The last house is shown and the 
change of surface at point A is also shown. 

 

. 

14.1.14 Below is a picture at point C looking south.  The paved route into the farm can 
be seen on the left, but Colwell Lane goes to the right behind the tree branches. 
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© Copyright Simon Carey and licensed for reuse under this Creative Commons Licence. 

14.1.15 The picture below of point B with the footpath going off to the right shows that 
this is not a natural terminus for vehicles. 

 

© Copyright Dave Spicer and licensed for reuse under this Creative Commons Licence. 

14.1.16 I suggest that as both ends of Colwell Lane are maintained as ordinary roads 
and the middle is recorded as a BOAT, the remainder must surely be carriageways. 

15. THE 1970S RECLASSIFICATION OF RUPPS 

15.1.1 In 1971 the East Sussex County Council’s rights of way subcommittee was 
reconvened to deal with the requirement to reclassify those routes then registered as roads 
used as public paths.  The minutes of their meetings are held at the Keep under reference 
C/C 11/5/25/3. 

15.1.2 What this evidence shows. 

15.1.3 The minutes of the meeting on 27/7/71 shows that they accepted the clerk’s 
recommendations concerning paragraph 4 of his report. 

 

15.1.4 Paragraph 4 of the report explains that CRB Wivelsfield 25 was taken over as 
publicly maintained highways when the county council took over from the district council in 
1930. The clerk said that the way should have been classified as a RUPP. 
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15.1.5 The significance of this evidence 

15.1.6 The county took over the whole of the part of Colwell Lane that was in their area 
including the application routes. I suggest that this shows that the application routes were 
routes with full vehicular rights at the time.  

16. CURRENT  OWNERSHIP 

16.1.1 The evidence presented below 

16.1.2 The evidence below is taken from the Land Registry online map. Images run north to 
west. 
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16.1.3 What this evidence shows  

16.1.4 The maps show that Colwell Lane has not changed ownership since land registration 
first became compulsory on change of ownership in the 1970s, whilst most of the land on 
either side has changed ownership. 

16.1.5 The significance of this evidence 

16.1.6 This is consistent with highway status.  No one has claimed ownership of the land.  
Frontagers will have rights over their section of the road as would normally be the case with 
a road. 

17. A LOOK AT THE ROUTE TODAY 

17.1.1 The photographs in this section were taken on 6/12/2020 

17.1.2 At the north end of Colwell Lane is a no through road sign.  It looks as though it has 
been erected by West Sussex Council 

 

17.1.3 At point D the tarmac ceases on Colwell Lane, although it appears to be roughly 
surfaced from here on.   Just south of point D there is a barrier across the Lane with a sign 
saying East Sussex Way have made a TRO to close it for the winter period. 
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17.1.4 At point C the Lane bends to the west.  There is no indication of why this might be a 
destination for anyone or why the status of the road should change at this point. 

 

17.1.5 At point B a footpath heads off to the east. 
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17.1.6 Although this path initially just wide enough to accommodate a small vehicle, a short 
way down the path there is a small stream with steep sides and a blocked tree across the 
path.  There are no tyre tracks. 

 

17.1.7 At point A there is another barrier 
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17.1.8 At the west end of Colwell Lane there is a sign saying that the Lane is not suitable for 
vehicles. 

 

17.1.9 Whilst walking up and down the path to take these photographs I saw twelve walkers 
on the lane.  I saw no motor vehicles. 

17.1.10 The Significance of this evidence 

17.1.11 This evidence supports the proposition that the application route is more used 
by pedestrians/equestrians and cyclists than motorised vehicles.  The signs at the ends of 
the road will put most people off, and the gates which are up from October to April will stop 
use for some of the year.  I would have expected at least the remains of tyre tracks if there 
had been use up to October. 

17.1.12 At first site it seems possible that part of the footpath might be used by 
vehicles, but the fact that the stream breach of the path and tree have not been dealt with 
suggests that this is not the case. 

17.1.13 The evidence suggests that there is no reason for the status of the Lane to 
change at points B and C. 
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18. CONCLUSION 

18.1.1 I believe that the evidence above is strong evidence for highway status over a long 
period of time.  I cannot account for the changes in the view taken by East Sussex Council 
more recently.  In particular I cannot tell whether the application routes were on the list of 
streets at the time of the NERC Act. 

18.1.2 The test at this stage is only “Can it reasonably be argued that the right of way exists 
as suggested”.   

18.1.3 The later test at confirmation of any order is “Is it more likely than not that the right of 
way exists as suggested”.  

18.1.4 I believe this application passes both of those tests. 

 

19. REQUEST 

19.1.1 I request the surveying authority to add the routes to the definitive map as a byway.  
The type of byway will depend on whether or not the routes were on the list of streets at the 
time of the coming into force of the NERC act. 

19.1.2 If the authority considers that the application routes are more used by motor vehicles 
than by pedestrians, equestrians and cyclists I request that it be added to the list of streets 
maintainable by the authority.  

 

 


